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inpFim, for inrstacewould be found to be mutually illu-
te,v% and the correations of these form of disease being
mare sucfully studied, practical improvement would
mot unquestionably result. I believe it would be advan-
tageous to dispense altogether with the term scrofula
(ne inw) from our nomenclature, whether scientific
or vernacular. The disinclination which patients often have
to admit the existence of the diseased condition which they
believe it implies, and the prejudice and disgust which it
excites, operate very injuriously to the interests of science
by inducing them to withhold or garble the truth, and I
have for some time past, with great practical advantage,
substituted the term tuberculous for scrofulous whenever I
have found it necessay to designate the disease.

Norfolk Crescent, Hyde Park, March 1854.

ON THE USE OF CHLOROFOR3M AS AN
ANS:STHETIC.

By H. LOWNDES, Esq., Surgeon to the Liverpool Dispen-
saries, and late House Apothecary to the Liverpool

Royal Infirmary.
[Read before the Liverpool Medical and Patholo9ical Society,

Novembr 17th, 1853.]
DURWING my residence at the Infirmary, as well as since that
period, it has happened to me to have to admisiister chloro-
form in a very great number of cases. I have paid much
attention to its effects; and I have been led, in relation to
this subject, to read a little of what has been written on the
physiology of respiration.

I will first mention the results at which I have arrived,
and which I lay with great deference before this meeting;
and will then state, as clearly as I can, the reasons I have
to adduce in support of them.

I believe, then, that chloroform may, and often does,
prove fatal by its local effect on the peripheral extremities
of the branches of the par vagum, and particularly on those
of the superior laryngeal nerve; that is to say, by para-
lysing that nerve, and thus preventing it from conveying
any impression to the medulla oblongata. Without ven-
turing to say that this is its only mode, I think that this is
its usual mode of destroying life; and that the only way of
preventing this effect is to take care that the chloroform is
freely diluted with air.

This differs, I believe, from the theories hitherto adduced
to explain the action of chloroform, none of which seem to
be very satisfactory.

That chloroform and ether do produce a local insensi-
bility of the nerves to which they are applied, has been
proved by Dr. Simpson, who, by keeping a man's hand im-
mersed for a sufficient time in the vapour of chloroform,
succeeded in producing at least superficial insensibility.
In another experiment, two nerves of a rabbit being
laid bare, one was immersed in ether, while the other was
exposed to the air; in five minutes, that immersed in
the ether was dead to all sensation, while the other retained
all its sensibility and power of producing coutraction.

I beg now to draw your attention to the physiology of
respiration; and the work I shall chiefly refer to is Carpen-
ter's Phyeiolqy.
The act of respiration is to some extent under the control

of the will. Thus, during sleep, or when the attention is
strongly absorbed, the inspiratious become fewer, and of a
prolonged laboriouis character; whilst the number of in-
spirations is always increased by merely trying to count
one's own breathing. But, that consciousness is not abso-
lutely a necessary link, for a limited period at least, is
shown in sleep and in coma, by anencephalous foetuses,
and by decapitated animals.

Respiration is essentially a reflex function; and the
upper part of the medulla oblongata is believed to be the
nervous centre of this action. The motor or efferent nerves
are pricplly the spinal accessory and the phrenic and
pourior tracic, which ae both connectd with it; and

the chief intercostal nerves, which, Dr. Carpenter thinki,
probably have their origin in the grey matter of the m--
ulla oblongata. The excitor or afferent is the par vagum.

-When this nerve is divided on both sides, the number of in-
spirations are reduced to one-half. Irritation of its trunk
is immediately followed by an act of inspiration. Dr. J.
Reid states that, in a kitten a day old, removal of the
encephalon reduced the inspirations from a hundred in the
minute to forty; and section of the vagus on both sides
further reduced them to three or four, and so they con-
tinued for some time. As they did not altogether ceas
then, it would seem to be also influenced by some other
power: probablvy the nerves ramifying on the general sur-
face, and particularly on the face, have this effect; and the
fifth nerve appears to be peculiarly concerned in the first
inspiration nade by the infant. One branch, however, of
the par vagum, the inferior laryngeal, appears to be strictly
a motor nerve, as it is distributed to the muscles of the
larynx, possesses very slight sensibility, and is capable of
exciting contraction of the laryngeal muscles when its sepa-
rated trunk is irritated. The superior laryngeal, on the
other hand, appears to be almost solely an afferent nerve,
and is principally supplied to the mucous membrane of the
larynx. The superior and inferior laryngeal branches then
constitute the circle of incident and motor nerves by which
the aperture of the glottis is governed; whilst the superior
laryngeal nerve also excites the muscles of expiration, so
as to cause the violent ejection of a blast of air, by which
the irritant, of whatever nature, mav be carried off. The
mucous membrane of the trachea and bronchi appears also
to be endowed with impressibility, so that stimuli applied
to it induce expiratory movements; and these evidently
operate through the branches of the par vagum distributed
upon the membrane.
The incident or afferent nerves, then, chiefly concerned

in inducing respiratory movements, are the ramifications of
the superior laryngeal on the mucous surfiace of the larynx,
and those of the pulmonary branches of the vagus on the
trachea and bronchial tubes.

I wish here to allude to the analogy between the ma-
chinery of the act of respiration and that of deglutition.
The only important difference is, that the act of deglutition
itself is wholly independent of the will, whilst that of re-
spiration, though it can, and often does, proceed inde-
pendently of the will, is yet, for particular purposes, placed
generally under the influence of the will. Deglutition is
solely a reflex action; the principal afferent nerve con-
cerned is the glosso-pharyngeal, the principal motor is the
pharyngeal branches of the par vagum. This strong ana-
logy leads me to another point. What is the appropriate
stimulus to the act of respiration? That is to say, What is
it, the influence of which, conveyed to the medulla ob-
longata, prompts the reflex action of respiration? It has
been assigned to two causes. First, it is said, that the
sense of venous blood in the lungs requiring oxygen is the
exciting cause; and secondly, that the presence of venous
blood in the general circulation may he the exciting cause,
through the medium of the sympathetic s~ystem. But neither
want of food in the stomach, nor w-ant cf nutritive matter
in the general circulation, can cause the reflex act of deglu-
tition; they cause indeed the sense of hunger, but it is the
actual presence of 'a substance in the fauces that is the
exciting cause of deglutition; and I believe that it is the
presence of air in the larynx and trachea that is the exciting
cause of the reflex act of respiration.

It is true that the presence of venous blood in the lungs
and in the general circulation will cause a sense of want of
air, as the absence of food in the stomach, or the want of
nutritive matter in the circulation, causes the sense of
hunger and thirst; and when a person is conscious, he will
make voluntary efforts to relieve this want of air. But, whev.
a person is in a state of unconsciousness, he cannot make
these efforts, any more than he can in that state feed him-
self. The par vagum, however, still conveys the impression of
its proper stimulus, air; and the respiration still goes on, in
the same ay that the want of consciousness does not at
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a an attack ofa uerto of th.
h spasmodic o on ofthe air ent=
ti. blung ver pedectly the wtofarin the lungs
and system is rgently eit; the p mzakes srg
volntary respiratory efforts; he fixes his arm, to give a
fr basis for the pectoral musles; but, in addition to is

expose himself to the open window, where he knows,
on expeience, that the fresh a giV the muscles u

the control of the reflex system that stimulus whichb his
own will is gving to the voluntary muscular systm.
go powerful is the tendency to the reflex act of respira-

tion, so long as air is present, that no man is recorded to
have succeeded in destroying himself by meil holding his
breath, although attempts have been made. ar time,
convulsive efforts occur, that outweigh all the voluntary
efforts at control. There is another argument wbich presents
itself to show that the presence of air, and not that of
venous blood in the capilries, is the exciting cause of re-
spiration. When a child is just born, and the cord not yet
tied, why does it breathe? The circulation proceeds in the
same manner that it has done in utero for some time; but I
believe that the presence of air in the tt, aided by the
stimulus of the cold air on the skin, prticularlyr the face,
gives rise to the first inspiration.

In speaking of the action of chloroform, particularly in
the lower nils, I shall mention other facts that tend to
show that the presence of air is the appropriate exciting
cause of respiration.

If, then, in a state of unconsciousness, respiration depend
entirely on an impression conveyed by branches of the par
vagum, it follows that the effect on the respiration will be
much the same, whether the par vagum be divided in the
neck, or whether its peripheral ramifications be completely
paralysed. I have already mentioned that, in Dr. J. Reid's
experiments, when the par vagum was divided on both sides,
the number of respirations was immediately reduced to one-
half. In one of a number of experiments with chloroform,
carefully made by Mr. Edward R. Bickersteth, as soon as
ansthesia was produced, a small opening waas made in the
abdominal parietes, and a finger introduced, and plaed on
the diaphragm. After two minutes, its descent declined
from thirty-eight to twenty-five in the minute, and, at the
same time, it descended less completely. When animals are
made unconscious by the removal of the encephalon,division
of the par vagum on both sides instantly brings respira-
tion almost to a stand stilL In the same way, Mr.
Bickersteth informed me that he destroyed many animals
before he succeeded in giving them the chloroform in a
sufficiently diluted form: and this is at once explained by
supposing that the extremities of the branches of the par
vagum, and particularly of the superior laryngeal nerves,
become rendered insensible to the presence of air by the too
concentrated vapour of chloroform.
Were it only the absnce of air that preduced this effect,

the removal of the chloroform shoul immediately cause
the recommencement of respiratory efforts; whereas air has
to. be steadily injected for some moments-that is, until the
insenible nerves recover their impressibiity: and thus Mr.
Bickersteth succeeded in suspending respiation, and again
restoring it time after time, so long a the heart's action
did not cease.

r think, then, that at least one of the modes of death
from chloroform is the one I have pointed out. A certain
mode of preventing it is the admission of plenty of air with
the vapour; and if respirtion uxifortunately do become
suspended, I believe that prompt and persevering artificial
respiration affords the only hope of recovery. But artificial
respiration affords much less chance of sunees to man than
to the lower animals; for in him the functions of respira
tion and circulation appear to be mr del y con-
nected. Thus, a dog or a hare, theirprolonged ad
rapid movements must cause the breath be pendd for
some time, whilst the heat still goes activl; w
mam a soon obliged to pause for want of breath; d I be-
liev that in him the respiraion can be etisy mapeded

a"boheld thewB auithhut e. to beat.la
the e d weabist husk by Al -S&tthe hea wes en ft an ir sa the _ of r-
ipute.On acenat alo Ain Iniaebie.

twee the action of thh t and uI s mIa bb
the puke is a l in te akimIni ation oa
chliovoforU4 as the breatgm auhi il wit t the
pulse falig; an b t b itsef i apt to de-
ceve, as a perum breathe slowly, and yet vey fuly,
or may brthe qui:y, and si most imprtly.

Chloroform Is Not tho only t tha myMt in ti
manner. I believe puaie cid etimes destroys li in the
sameway; andaveryinttg ewhich mestobef this
kind, is menoned by iei. e states, that two drop of
anhydrousacid,infour to sixouncesofwater,produce no effect
on a cat when swallowed; the sme quantity of acid, placed
on the tongue of a cat, causes no perceptible effect, pro-
vided the animal be prevented from breathing by stopping
its mouth and nostr; but the animal dies ith insat it
breathes, because the vapour thus reaches the lungs. The
fumes of tobacco also exert a temporary asthetic influ-
ence on the lareal branhes of the par vagum. When
we enter a room of smokers, are nearly choked, our
throats are so much iated; but, as soon as we lessen the
impressibilits of the nerves by the stronger fumes of ourown
cigar, we fee no further inconvenience.
Another view of this subject may be and ha been take:

it has been said that the chloroform gradually absorbed
into the system affects first the brain itsef; and progressg
downwards attacks the medulla oblougat ad spinal cord;
but if this were the case, the danger would increse in
proportion to the quantity of chloroform administer, how-
ever gradually this might be effected, and thu Dr. Taylor
actually thinks. Speaking of ether, he says: a The con-
tinuous exhibition of morphia or strychnia at iknervals so
short, as not to allow of a recover from each su ve
dose. must cause an accumulation in the system, and lead
to fatal results. It is so with ether apour: and experienee
now points to the propriety of withdrag its use alto-
gether, in those cases in which the administio of it
would require to be prolonged for a long period A man
may breathe a mixture of carbonic acid or UpI ttd
hydrogen with air for a few minutes, but he uld die if
compelled to respire it for half an hour or longer." The
ae to all this is, that Dr. Simpson ha kept a patent
under the influence of chloroform in midwieryf
thirtn hour. I have, i a case of natural laour,admi-
nistered it for an hour and a half; and for three quarter of
an hour I have kept a patient deeply in bl during a
prolonged surgcal operation,-the remowval of a tumour of
the uterus. Moreover, we do not find that in the fatal
cass recorded, and to which I shall soon allude more par-
ticulaly, death did take pla afte prolonged t of
insibility, orin genealfater a large deL It is to be
noticed, that death has,occurred erallyithe just before
or just after the eommencement of the operaion; at time
wien the peron giving the chloroform is Tey often hur-
rie and tempted to keep the saturated lint clos ove the
patient's mouh and ntrils There we case of deah by
chloroform sattered, at long intervals, trough the p
of the medical periodicls, but in geneal few details ae
given, and it is difficult to draw any conclusion frm them.
But since I commenced to write thi pape three well
marked case have occurred: one at the dibur{h In-
firmary, another at St. Bartholomew's, and a tird at
niverity GCollege Hospital; and the history of the caes

and of the pos moe appearances, has bee published by
careful ad experienced obsrvers. To thes Ibeg to draw
your attention.
They ble one anothe in the fact that -in eah cm

death occurred immediatly before the momet at which
the opeation would ha comnced. In one ca a vey
smal qua of chlorofom had bees given, sated to be
only on ae andfrtnAi. In anothe abUt an
ouneead ben givn; a sinoth 6etd the nonlyrat

mentioned. (K
ds

mention
- In a eurtib o Awhisk
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emuiat, UnlwsItNosdm sMas 83 It was
t t than d d b give.)

to of the em death1m im suevened on
h cstio of violent gn. In the thd e s
nt state to have b any ugg ; but t countenance
assumed a duskyh, which sthe precursor of death.
The patients wre all thrm the prme of life, two of
themipaiculary helthy subjects. Afr death in one ce
consderable fatty degeneation of the heart was found; in
the othr two this or was pefectly healthy. In one
as the heart was co anda empty; in another cas
laped, but co aia small quantity of fluid in its
vities. In al thec the lungs wr healthy, and in

two it is particularly remarked tht they were crepitant
throughout, and not much engorged; nor was there notice-
able congestion of the brin in any ca. The blood was
remarked in two of the cases to be unusually fluid, and in
one when exposed to the air in an open vesel did not
coagulate, nor lose its dark purple colour.

In only one of the cas does artificial respiration m
to have had a thorough trial, vis, in that at St. Bartholo-
mew's, and the pulse had previously been noted to be weak
and futtering, so we may presume that the heart's action
had failed beyond recovery by this means. Cold afusion
and injections of bandy into the rectum were tried in one
case; tracheotomy was erformd in all the cae, and
artificial respiration tried i this manner but without effect
In the cam at Edinburgh, Dr. DImsmure asrts that the
respiration actually proceeded after the pulse had cesd to
be felt, whilst inthe other cases the breathing and the
puals seem to have been almost simultaneously afected.

The poet mor*m appearances I have mentioned are not
inconsistent with the maner in which I have attempted to
explain the mode of death. We do not find either the
frothy congestion of the lungs, or the congestion of the brain,
that are found in cases of sudden suffocation which have
been accompanied by violent efforts to get breath, the heart's
action going on for some moments after the ingres of air
has been prevented; nor do we find the ventricles of the
heart full of blood, as we miht expect if death had resulted
from syncope or parlysis of the heart, to which it has been
asribed by some. But the appearances are quite consistent
with the supposition, that the action of the lungs has
grdually filed, that of the heart becoming weaker in
unson with them, the patient being unconscious of the
want of air, and therefore not exerting the voluntary re-
spiratory muscle; whilst the par vagm is becoming inen-
sible to its natural stimulus-he prece of air, and no
longer excites to action the respiratory muscles, which are
under the influence of the reflex systm.

Before leaving this subject I my obseve, that if this
theory be a correct one, tracheotomy must be injunious
rather than otherwise. I believe that when the tongue n
well pulled forward, air can be easily blown into the
lungs; and the Superor laryngeal nerve thus receiving its
appropriate stimulus, will probably soon recover its sensi-
bility. For severl cases in wich artificial respiration,
adopted instantly on the occurrence of alarming symptoms,
has proved successful, I beg to reer you to Mr. EdwardR
Bic se' paper on Chloroform, published in the Edin-
6urk .MonMy Journal for September 1853. 1 have myself
seen two cas in which I have no doubt life wa saved by
this mean.

I have now endeavoured to prove tat one mode of death
by chloroform is by paralyss of the ncident nerves con-
mrned in the reflex act of respiration. That in genera,
and particularly in the cases I have noticed, dath does not
ccr from the poison affecting the heart or the medulla

oblongat by absorption, and that it is not the reslt of
mere absenc of air. But I cnnot deny the probability of
deth happening in other modes under cetain circum-
stances. LK Bickestth hs brought forward cas
to prove that the hoc of an ope n may o ially

fsata,w ethor a patient be i ble or not, but I
nevrmyseOl se any am whr any noticable

dhag. folloed the fret incismio; whles many of th deaths

th bo th i bi if the
ptents lhad lived a few moments lon, iht have boe
rsssonabl but fallaciously usd a ilustraions of death

In the cas of narotism in children, it does appar as
if the poison acted by absorption, and I sal speak of its
action m them in a few moments; but to illustrate how it
may be absorbed in excess, I will mention an ient
one of those before referred to.

Mr. B. R. Bickersteth having given chloroform to aca
and produced insensibility, opened the trachea and inseted
a tube. The thorax was then opened, and the pericdium
exposed; the diaphr and heart now acted regularly;
the lungs were now inflated from an elastic bag with air
sturated with chloroform; soon the diaphragm ceaed to
act. The heart's action now began slowly to get weaker,
until it nearly stopped; pure air was then substituted for
the chloroform,and the lungs again inflated,when the hea's
action rapidly became strong and natural. The cilorofom
was then again injected: the diaphragm, which had aga
begun to act, soon ceaed, and the heart's action nearly
ailed agan. In the same way in the human subject, we
can conceive that, after the chloroform has produced its
proper effect, an excess of it may yet be given so carefully
and gradually, as not to paralyse the branches of the par
vagum, and yet to cause death by becoming absorbed. But
it must require great want of judgment on the part of
the adinistrator, to go on giving it long after its antseti
effect is produced.
With regard to the cases in which chloroform should be

given, I think the danger from it when carefully administered
so very slight, that we may obey the dictates of humanity,
and give ij in every case where the pain to be averted
would be either very severe or very prolonged. I do not
think we should give it to relieve slight and momentary
pain except in peculiar cases. From what I know of it
effects, I should always give it in natural labour; but my
limits do not allow me to enter now on this debateable
ground, though should no one more conversant with this
kind of practice bring the question before the society, I
may venture to do so at some future time.

I think that any disease of the heart, or known tendency to
apoplexy, or serious disase of the lungr, should prevent us
from adminiistering chloroform, thougi I have given it for
severe operations in more than one case where the -lungs
have been much affected with tubercular disease, without
any bad effect. In dislocations it is useful not only as
preventing pain, but as completely relaxing the muscles;
for this relaxation almost invariably is the result of vey
deep anathesia.

Lithotomy, operations about the eye, and others of a
delicate nature, require the patient to be very deeply nar-
cotised; but for opertions in general, it is worth remenm-
bering that consciousness to pain appears to be lost some
time before either complete relaxation of the muscles takes
place, or before deep coma comes on. An useful symptom
of the very deep coma is the upturned state of the eyes.

I will just mention one case fimn notes that I have of
several to illustrate the different stages. On July 24, 1853,
chloroform was administered at Erskine Street Hospital to a
young man, for the removal of a tumour from the orbit.
this patient, in passing to a state of unconsciousness, un-
derwent extreme excitement in the cerebral circulation,i
not manifested by any violent muscular movements, but
by violent congestion of the face, and turgescence of the
capillaries of the conjunctiva, accompanie by very fully
dilated pupils. There must be danger n this state, alsitho
it is the first stage, and hardly removed from consciousnes;
the danger here to be apprehended is apoplexy. In this
patient, stertorous breathing accompanied the above-men-
tioned symptoms; and I have always observed, that whmn
stertorous breathing does occur, it does so at a point inte-
mediate between the first stage of unconsciousness and tt
of profound isbility. More chloroform was given;
the brthing bee quiet, and the pulse small: this is
the stage of most dane, when asmall overdose or wan ef
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UUSAZDt air may ut the retpiration. I have ee two
cm, b6th occuring mi derly females, in Whom suffoca,
tion nearll occurred from the tongue falling back into the
lances. The breathing was suspended in both cases, and
the simple pullinsg forward of the tongue was followed by
a long inspiration. This was pointed out to me by Mr.
Edward R. Bickersteth.

In young children, the administration of chloroform is
an anxious duty, and requires the greatest care. Very
little should be put on the fold of lint, Lnd it should be
ver carefully held two or three inches from the mouth and
nose. No attempt should be made to get them very quickly
under the influence. They seem to be peculiarly susceptible
of its poisonous influence, and these are cases in which 1
believe it really does kill by absorption, and by thus pro-
ducing syncope; for often after the operation is over, and
the chloroform removed, young children fall into a state of
very deep insensibility, and we are alarmed to find the
pulse falling, and the colour deserting the face. In these
cases, I have found that raising the feet to a higher level
than the chest, together with the application of warmth to
the body, have the best effect; and the access of cool air to
the face and lungs is essential.

That vomiting should be a frequent accompaniment of
insensibility from chloroform need not surprise us, when we
consider the close sympathy established by the pneumo-
gastric nerve between the lungs and the stomach, which
seems, in a great measure, to explain the effects of ipe-
cacuanha, squills, etc.; also the effect of various states of
the stomach in inducing fits of asthma. Vomiting is easily
prevented by prohibiting the taking of any food for three
or four hours previous to the operation.

I shall be very glad if my drawing attention to this
subject shall tend to cause greater care to be taken in the
administration of chloroform; as otherwise I feel convinced,
that deaths from it will be of no unfrequent occurrence,
and will strengthen the prejudices that some still retain
against its use.

1, Csaton Terrace, St, James's Road, Liverpool, March 1854L

THE NEGLECT OF THE USE OF BLEEDING
IN THE TREATMENT OF SOME OF

THE MILDER AILMELNTS.
By J. A. HINGESTON, Esq.

EvER since the publication of Dr. Marshall Hall's excellent
remarks on the danger of excessive blood-letting, many
years ago, there seems to have prevailed among English
practitioners a reverential horror of the loss of blood. Dis-
eases are treated as successfully in the present day without
the loss of blood, as they used to be formerly with the
almost unrestrained use of the lancet. This decided change
of practice is brought forward as a triumphant proof of the
improvement in the treatment of disease, whereby a cure is
effected without having recourse to those remedies which
drain off the force of the vital fluid. It is affirmed, that
the general health suffers considerably less under this
milder mode of management than it did under the more
heroic practice of our predecessors.

Granting that there is a great deal of sound truth and
reason in the foregoing remarks, I, for one, cannot give my
entire consent to the conclusion legitimately deducible from
them. I was born and bred in the practice of medicine. I
can look back upon an interval of thirty-five years at least,
during which period this decided change of practice has
taken place. I can remember the time when bleeding was,
as it is styled, " the order of the day"; and I own, that on
calling to mind many cases in which this practice was
adopted, it appears to me, at this distance of time and at
my present mature age, to have been sometimes both unne-
cesary and, perhaps to a certain degree, injurious. It was,
however, the practice then in vogue, just as the non-bleed-
ing practice is the one most in vogue now. It received the

comon ne t of the best titis; ud, bthis
sense alone, it was cainly enttled to our re .

What is mot approved of for the time being, i8 upon the
whole the best. The character of disee has altered. Ner-
vous diseases prevail now in the same manner as the phlo-
gistic maladies prevailed up to the year 1832. The latter
demanded frequent loss of blood, whereas the former axe
rendered worse by bleeding, but are cured by tonics and a
generous diet. It is probable that many nervous diseases
were overlooked during the phlogistic period, just the same
as that phlogistic diseases are overlooked by the practi-
tioners of the present day. There is nothing to congratu-
late ourselves upon; for, if we act prudently in withhold-
ing the lancet now, our predecessors acted quite as pru-
dently in making use of it formerly.

Taking this view of disease, we must allow that a great.
deal may be said in favour of both kinds of practice.
Truth generally lies half way between the disputants.
What I am contending for is, that we are disposed to look
too much on one side of the question only, and are apt to.
lay aside the use of the lancet in the ordinary course of
practice, to the prejudice, as it appears to me, of the bene-
ficial and successful treatment of many of the milder ail-
ments.

I have heard practitioners boast of never carrying their
lancets with them, and of being able to treat almost every
illness that comes before them without ever being forced to,
have recourse to it. In short, they declare that their lan-
cets are next to useless. Without questioning their ability
in the management of disease by means of remedies much.
less obnoxious than that of blood-letting, we must at least.
be permitted to declare that such a boast as this is not
merely an idle one, but it also shows that they are wilfully
resolved to exclude as far as they can one of the grand
agents in the practice of medicine.

To bleed properly, requires a good deal of time. It delays.
the routineer in the progrees of his round. It cannot be
dismissed in a few minutes. It imposes the delay of an
hour or more. Some time must be spent in watching the.
flow of the blood, and its immediate effects on the constitu-
tion. If the patient should faint, the delay is still longer.
I am inclined to think that the trouble of bleeding is one,
of the chief reasons for omitting it, whenever this can be
done with safety.
The use of blood-letting is very great on many more

occasions than those of acute inflammation, in which it in
absolutely unavoidable. Many diseases, or even ailments,
are rendered much more manageable by premising the ge-
neral treatment with a single venesection. It is not the
quantity lost-it is the effect produced. A large quantity
is not requisite. A small quantity will frequently relieve
in the most unequivocal manner. A teacupful, for instance,
or only half as much, taken away in a full stream, will
ameliorate all the symptoms, afford a refreshing sleep,
cause the skin to perspire, and the bowels to relax, increase
the appetite, and give a feeling of relief and ease which no
other remedy or any mode of diet is able to supply. This
happy result is more particularly the case, when the pulse
has been found contracted, suppressed, or jerking. It will
occasionally decide the cure, and scarcely any medicine is
needed afterwards. Moreover, if we are in doubt as to the
propriety of blood-letting, a small quantity taken away in
a deep cup, and allowed to stand apart for twelve hours or
so, will afford us an opportunity of inspecting the quality
of the blood, and of informing ourselves of the exact state
of the constitutional diathesis.

In all cases of local fulness of blood, bleeding ought not
to be omitted, either by leeches or the lancet. In cases of
debility even, it is excellent practice to take away blood,
and to give steel at the same time. The shock sustained
from a violent bloW or concussion, hereditary plethora,
venous torpidity, visceral congestions, etc., are each of them
relieved, if not cured, by a judicious loss of blood. Sedent-
ary habits, a good deal of in-door occupation, and the close
confinement of certain trades, lead to many of those pive
deragemnts of the health, wrhich yied to venseto,
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